Continuous Monitoring. Simplified.

Simplify and Maintain Secure Cloud Authorization across Your Agency

Built on two decades of federal technology experience, you can count on RunCyberAssurance® to simplify and monitor evolving cybersecurity compliance requirements.

RunCyberAssurance Features

- **Data validation** with heterogeneous data aggregation
- **Compliance assurance** with tailored dashboard reports
- **Communication exchange** for collaboration between service providers and agency information security offices
- **Portfolio management** to put your agency or program risk profile on a single pane of glass

Benefits

- Enables **continuous Authority to Operate** by streamlining continuous monitoring across entire technology portfolio
- **Automatically manages stringent requirements** including continuous data monitoring, recording, measuring and tracking for cybersecurity compliance
- **Delivers advanced analytics** to expedite decision making and proactively mitigate risks
- **Improves response times** between disclosure to remediation of identified risks
- **Escalates overdue items** for vendor engagement
- **Adapts to multiple frameworks** to meet specific security controls
- **Automates the continuous process** to save time and money
THE CHALLENGE
Managing Evolving Technical Requirements and a Growing Cloud Portfolio while Maintaining Secure Cloud Authorization for Your Agency

As you increase the number of cloud offerings in your agency portfolio, managing risk and optimizing the portfolio across the agency becomes increasingly complex. These complexities multiply with added legal obligations to ensure that cloud service providers (CSPs) comply with cybersecurity security authorization requirements, including:

- Reviewing and validating CSP vulnerability reports and remediation plans
- Sharing expectations for annual assessment
- Confirming risk posture remains consistent
- Establishing a response and mitigation capability for cloud security incidents

The White House Executive Order on Improving the Nation's Cybersecurity (May 2021) spotlights these requirements. Overall, compliance with FedRAMP requires continuously monitoring your systems—which can be costly and time consuming when performed manually.

THE SOLUTION
Noblis RunCyberAssurance Simplifies the Process

Noblis’ RunCyberAssurance is a comprehensive, automated security solution that helps agencies stay FedRAMP and FISMA compliant while providing a fast, accurate view of vulnerabilities and security postures to help you make informed decisions quickly.

RUN WITH NOBLIS
Delivers scalable, digital solutions to address digital transformation needs, create insights, automate workflows, streamline processes and drive greater outcomes for federal agencies.

Learn more at noblis.org/run.

LEARN MORE
RunCyberAssurance is the subscription-based solution. It’s flexible to meet the unique needs of your agency and CSPs for today and in the future.

Contact us for a live demo at run@noblis.org.

ABOUT NOBLIS
For more than 25 years, Noblis has been an innovator within the federal government, committed to solving the challenges of today and investing in the mission of tomorrow. As a nonprofit, Noblis works for the public good, bringing together the best possible capabilities, including science and technology expertise and solutions, in an environment of independence and objectivity to deliver enduring impact on federal missions.